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ABSTRACT
It is shown that the source of any anomalies in the theory is the 
collective motion of the vacuum particles with arbitrarily large moments.
АННОТАЦИЯ
Показано, что причиной аномалий является коллективное движение частиц 
в вакууме, включающее частицы с произвольно большими импульсами.
KIVONAT
Megmutatjuk, hogy az anomáliák forrása a részecskék tetszőlegesen nagy 
impulzusu kollektív mozgása a vákuumban.
31 .  GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE PHENOMENON
This paper has a mainly pedagogical character. Still, I feel, that 
it is not absolutely meaningless to rediscuss in another language one of 
the most beautiful and non-trivial phenomena in the modern field theory. 
What is the mystery of the phenomenon we call anomalies ? We have a theory 
in which the energy-momentum tensor and for example the axial charge are 
conserved on the classical level. We also have the quantum perturbation 
expansion in the theory which preserves conservations of energy-momentum 
of the particles and their helicities in any order. But, when we start to 
calculate the energy-momentum tensor and the axial current explicitly, for 
example in a given external field, we find out, that these quantities are 
not conserved even in second order on the external field.
This discovery [1] becomes very important, when we are outside the 
region where perturbation theory is valid [2]. In order to understand 
what is going on, let us consider the simplest case - free vacuum of massless 
fermions in external electromagnetic field. Even more, let us imagine 
this vacuum, as a gas of classical massless particles, moving independently 
in external field.
Such a movement can be described as a movement in the phase space
Fig.1.
where each particle has a trajectory p(t), x(t). In the relativistic
notations we can introduce four-component vectors p (t) , X (r) as functi- 
ons of some invariant parameter T . These vectors satisfy the equations of 
motion.
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The current and energy-momentum of each particle are
J„(x) = jp/fc(t)<í[x/(|- (3)
These quantities are conserved in a sense
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If we are not interested in looking for each particle, we can introduce 
the densities of and in phase space
where
У р 'х)= ?(P'X)P* 
T „ ( p ^ ) =  $ ( P 'x ) P*, Pv>
^ ( р л )
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is the number of particles in a small volume near p,x. Due to the Licuville 
theorem о (p;x) satisfy the equation
5• »where X „ and are defined by (1) and (2).
If we want to calculate the densities of £ and in the normal space-
time we must integrate (7) and (8) over the momenta and of course
we get infinity. Does this infinity have physical significance ? The essence 
of Dirac 's idea to describe the vacuum, as a sea of the particles with nega­
tive energies is, that the particles with infinite momenta could not influ­
ence any physics, because they produce the homogeneous distribution of the 
current, which could not be observable. This means, that if we have an ex­
ternal field, the characteristic frequencies of which are much less than cC/ we 
could consider ^(p,x) and integrated over some volume V in the
momentum space, which is large enough to contain any momenta of the order 
of X and no physics would depend on this volume. Let us consider such 
quantities
V
and ask: are these quantities conserved or not ? 
According to (9)
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-4 V -v -p  VThese equations show that and Ő  ^ 1 ^  are defined by integ-
rals over a large surface in momentum space of the flow of J^(p(x) and 
T^lp,*) from the region of large momenta to the small one. It is obvious, 
that Dirac's idea can be literally true only, if there is no flow of any 
quantities like charge, energy etc. from the worb of infinitely large momenta 
to our world of finite momenta.
As we will show below this flow is not always absent. In QED it is 
absent for the vector current and not absent for the axial current and for 
the energy momentum tensor. The question arises, whether this situation is
6hopeless and we have no theory for our poor world of finite momenta.Is there 
any example of similar situation in physics ? The answer is "yes". We know 
that in thermodynamics, when we are considering a system which is the part 
of a large system and is in thermodynamical equilibrium with it, than the 
energy of our system is of course not conserved, but since the amount of 
energy change is uniquely defined in equilibrium one is able to introduce 
free energy which is conserved in a quasi-equilibrium process. We can use 
the same trick in our case. If we will calculate surface terms (12) (13) in 
an unique way and if they will have the structure of divergencies in the 
usual space-time, we will be able to introduce the conserved free axial 
current and the free energy-momentum tensor.
Fortunately this is the case. As we will show, this description of 
the vacuum of fermions could be extended in order to take into account the 
quantum nature of particle motion in the vacuum. Doing this one gets that 
the surface terms lead to well-known results.
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where oi. is the fine-structure constant.
These results give us the possibility to introduce the conserved free
axial current and the conserved energy-momentum
4/** /•"'
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Conservation of these quantities leads in many cases to the same 
results as conservation of the original |’ and J~ but in some cases 
there might be a difference.
7Thu main difference can coone from the fact, that is not positively
defined. This could lead to a real instability of the theory, when the 
charges of the particles would be increased infinitely in spite of the con­
servation of T  ^.
The description of the anomalies we have presented shows that the 
source of anomalies is a collective motion of particles with arbitrarily 
large momenta in the vacuum. This collective motion transfers the axial 
charge and the energy-momentum from the world of particles with infinitely 
large momenta to our world of finite momenta. This description makes the 
main features of the phenomenon very obvious.
First of all it is clear, that if we represent our field by a
finite number of photons we will never see the phenomenon, because one photon 
can interact only with one particle and therefore a finite number of photons 
is not able to change the momenta of an infinite number of particles.
It does not mean, however, that Feyman's diagrams contain no such 
effects. Indeed, infrared divergencies of the theory are in fact the mani­
festation of the existence of the classical fields with infinite number of 
photons in the processes of particles interaction. Calculating probabilities 
of different infrared divergent processes, we are adding to the initial or 
to the final states an infinite amount of photons in order to take into 
account the contribution of the classical field to the structure of these 
states. The classical field is important not only for the diagrams which are 
really infrared divergent, but also for those which contain no infrared di­
vergencies. The reason of this is the fact, that the absence of infrared 
divergencies of the diagrams is very often due to calculations of different 
photon corrections to the process, what means the existence of some sum rule, 
reflecting in a correct way the presence of classical fields during the in­
termedium stages of the process. For example, we could calculate the axial 
charge of a photon simply calculating the diagram of Fig.2.
The general picture of any process of particle scattering or creation 
looks as follows. A classical electromagnetic field created during the time 
of interaction produces that collective motion, and as a result of it 
particles get some axial charge and additional energy.
Fig.2.
8After a sufficiently large time particles will be far a part from each 
other and states of the system become the product of independent stationary 
states. Any of these states will have a fixed value of axial charge and 
energy, as a function of other quantum numbers of the states. Any collective 
motions must be stopped at that time because these states are stationary. If 
we would look for the features of this stationary states and compare for 
example their axial charges before and after the interaction we would find 
that charge is not conserved. It is easy to calculate photon and fermion 
charges by means of the diagrams on Fig.2.
The result is
(19)
where is the helicity of the photon.
If we c a l c u l a t e  free a x i a l  c h arges for p h o t o n  and fermion according 
to (17) we naturally find ^  = 0 a n d  ^  ^ .
Up to now we discussed only the role of anomalies in the manifestation 
of the importance of classical fields and collective motions in the vacuum 
during the process of particles interactions. Let us discuss now some pro­
perties of and Г/, which are of significance. One interesting
feature, which is difficult to understand without our interpretation of 
anomalies, is the non-zero value of the trace of t £.
/Л V
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r This non-zero value of T.[.. is not so surprising, as it would be if 
TIiju)> has been the energy-momentum tensor of any collective of massless 
particles, but not some useful effective quantity as it is.
T -1It is interesting to notice also, that from this point of view 
is a quite improbable candidate to determine the interaction of a system 
with gravitational field. May be this interpretation gives some insight 
on the problem of the cosmological term in the theory of gravitation.One 
of the problems with the cosmological term is the following. Having a lot 
of different condensates in the vacuum / Higgs field condensate, strong 
interactions condensate/, why we have no cosmological term in the gravita­
9tion. The answer, may be, lies in the fact, that in all these condensation 
processes the energy only transfers from the region of large momenta to that 
of small ones, not changing the gravitation field of the vacuum.
The most important property of the which was widely discussed
in the literature, is that it is not gauge invariant. What could mean that 
the amount of the axial current transferred from the region of large momen­
ta is not gauge invariant? The answer is, that the amount of current trans­
ferred during some processes from the region of the large momenta depends 
not only on parameters of the initial and final states, but also on the 
details of these processes. In particular, if the system went from the 
initial state to the final one and back through different stages, the amount 
of transferred current would be different.lt is like hysteresis in macrophysics. In 
QED, although is not gauge invariant, the free axial charge
is gauge invariant and therefore our previous discussion 
makes sense. In QCD even is not gauge invariant for non-perturbative 
fields and these fields could lead to observable nonconservation of the 
helicity in a number of processes
2. QUASI-CLASS I CAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SOLUTIONS OF THE DIRAC EQUATION 
FOR MASSLESS PARTICLES IN ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD
In this section we will show how to formulate the picture we have 
described for massless fermions, obeying not the classical equation of 
motion, but the Dirac equation. We are used to the fact, that in quantum 
mechanics particles cannot be characterized by coordinates and momenta 
simultaneously. This is, however, not in contradiction with the possibility 
of introducing the local momentum p M(x) in such a way, that the current 
density ^  would be proportional p^u(x) .
If po) is chosen in an appropriate way p^(x,p0) is obviously a local
momentum of the classical particles in the quasiclassical approximation 
for . Outside the quasiclassical approximation we have the freedom in
the definition of р^(л,р0) up to a factor ot(x,p0) , which could be
Io
included in ^(*/po) • we -^*-x this factor in some way, we will know
pJx,pQ ) solving the Dirac equation for V X) . The interesting feature 
of the massless fermion is, that we can proceed also in the opposite way.
We can find out Vp  ^ up to the phase factor, if we know f^fx). It means
that we must have some equation for p^(x), which is an equivalent of the 
Dirac equation for Vp . In the quasiclassical approximation this equation 
will be, of course, the classical equation (2). Anyhow, if we know p^ , (x, pQ ), 
we can write down the vacuum current for right Or left particles separately 
in the form (lO) .
3 2 \ т ш  (*. Po)
(22)
If we introduce in integral (23) a new variable p = p ( x,p ) instead of
P* we get the expression for V ^i ; * »
(23)
^ ( р . к )  = 2ТГ ( Г ( р о ) ^ ( - р с « ) ? Л ( р „ л ^  II I
(24)
In (24) р л must be expressed through p„ by means of the equations 0^ 4 г
P/M P/K ( * » Po )
The expression (23 coincides with (lO) for —» o° ,
In the same way we can write down the energy momentum tensor
(25)
( * , р о > = х Н . Л ^ > - % 0х+ Н е -г т  С° " И  - ( 26)
Here ^(p,x) is defined by (24) . The expression for 1 mvX p,*)
will calculate below.
27)
we
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The conservation law for ^ ( р 0/ and for "T^( Pq1x) immediately leads 
to the equations (12) (13) independently of the explicite form p^( x fpQ) 
or |^(p,x) . From the equation
( 28)
and from properties of the Jacobians it is easy to find the equality:
V V|/(x) - ( Э 0 ( 34)
- 0  (29)
which is equivalent to (9) and leads to ( 12) with p = р^Э^р. Similarly 
from the equation
3 ^ v ( ^ x )  = Fv J ? ( p 0. x )  ( 3o)
we have
Э„^(р,Х ) Т , ( р , ч )  -
5 U V ) P ) W - | ( r ' ^ )
which leads to ( 13) with
P/*P^  ~ 9 ^vP<?
Let us discuss now the concrete structure of equations for P~( X, pQ) and 
w  as a function of p^ ( x) .
If we have for example a right-handed spinor Jy i|^ (x) - l|2(.x) , then for any 
we can find p^ (x) satisfying the condition
p O O ^ M  - о  ( 32)
From ( 32)
pHx)-o , P,W • (33)
If V^(x)satisfies the Dirac equation
12
w i t h  Д  (x) v a n i s h i n g  at s p a c e  infinity, it can b e  w r i t t e n  in the form
r
- ip° ч t i\-y' , ч . sl|/(x) * ^ ^ бЫ^(ро) (35)
where X  and Of are real functions of x and l^(p0) is a free spinor
with momentum P p V = 0 • SÍ* )  a matrix of some Lorenz transfor­
mations ,
Ss -1 , S . ft, S+jfc
From (32) and (35) we can define p and S(fl) in such a way, thatГг
л —
ip e S p oS (36)
O n e  c a n  p ropose the f o l l o w i n g  idea to findvj/(x) a n d  СX^ in quasi-
c l a s s i c a l  manner.
L e t  us introduce
- 3 vF/. ' (37)
and suppose, for a moment, that we know ?-^,|(х). Then from (37) , using
, /** 
the condition p“ - Q  we have
р Л р л <*> - Т ^ О О р Д ч ) (38)
We can understand this equation, as the Newton equation, if we will deter­
mine the classical particle's trajectory in the field  ^ by the equations
/"
x r - Рл
Pr p.
( 39)
( 4o)
and will remember, that —  the derivative p^( x ) along the trajectory
is equal to the derivative p^(x) along p / x) ( > Л Р А)- 
If we know (x) we can find (x ), solving the classical equa­
tions (39) (4o) with the condition at X -* ,
We also could find S(x), because from (4o) and (36) we have
» A$ - T s
cF  - ±  б V
( 41)
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From (41)
s > т (42)
={-'(p; - З Л - А . ) - Э Л ' +  3A s s j ^
where
(p, t'Pi >4'* о
Py ■ P° - Э, Л
a s )
1 / .  - ^ - Sp ( s í . a 6 )
r
(43)
substituting (43) into (34) and using the condition = 4^
we have
( 44)
( 45)
(46)
(47)
(48)
From (44)
p = p.
From ( 32) / ( 44 )
pp1=0
PlP2= o
pp2= О
(49)
( 50)
In order to determine a spinor completely we have to fix the system of 
coordinates. The three vectors P^?2P are 3ust the self-vectors which provide 
a natural coordinate system for spinor 11/ . Really, if we multiply (44)
Лby we get the equation
[pi + ' V P y - p J r  ■ о ( 51)
where integration in (42) is performed along the trojectory going from the
opoint x^ , to infinity and having at infinity the momentum ^  . Now we can
try to define the effective force from the Dirac equation.
From ( 35)
4.J
- I l i ­
In a c o o r d i n a t e  sys t e m  w here two space - l i k e  (42) vectors have onl y
two c o m p o n e n t s  р</М = (O, p x , 0 , o )  ; p^, = ( 0 , O ,  P , , 0 )
the (52) reads /in a r e p r e s e n t a t i o n  of w here is diagonal/
( i  - = О
1 ( 52)
This means, that in this c o o r d i n a t e  system a two c o m p o n e n t  spinor 
describes the particle w i t h  the m o m e n t u m  along the £  axis. From (52) y^ 
is just this m o m e n t u m  vector.
If the i n i t i a l  spinor is d e t e r m i n e d  by v e c t o r  and two s p a c e - l i k e
vectors P° 5°, г = i 0*- = - 1 in suc h  a way, th a t
-*(1t Is)'!' ® ' ^ ( o )  in the c o o r d i n a t e  system of v e c t o r s  }
then the m a t r i x  S w h i c h  transforms p° -» p  ( P - S n  54 ) wil l  trans-e .0 fco c •> T> Г Г0О/
form Sy.. V/- into ^
(53)
Now, we  c a n  say, that
»V = (54)
'/* * fafyp * (55)
ßu ^  ßzZ / V =  -/^U , (56)
b ecause the self-v e c t o r s  p> and ft,. can d i f f e r  from the s e l f - v e c t o r s''/» 1 <-/л> e >
) ^ гуч by a scale factor, by rotations in the plane ) Ify and by addition of the 
vector proportional to p^u.These conditions are enough to determine^(x) if we fix the scale 
of w h a t  was not do n e  up to now. We w i l l  do  this p u t t i n g  0 ^ = 1 .
As a r e s u l t  we have
^  Py + f (5?)
and a c c o r d i n g  to (45)
= F  j +- 1л j + ( 58)
/tit> p* 'f*
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^ - э» ( М у + М * Х ^ — ’) (60)
The equation ( 55) is the equation for because as we will see,tyii and^yis detemiT
ned o S ^  as integrals over classical trajectories.
The is expressed expllcitely by ( 47) and ( 42) .
The calculation of is a little bit more complicated. Before doing this,
let us calculate i.e. and .
From ( 50) and (45) , (46) we have
X  -- - R » A/“ f  h -P r  *  РлРл
•X 1 ’  Р л >
If we will write down
— 30
and notice, that from (48)
M r -  Рл
( 61) 
( 62)
(бз)
(64)
we can write
X  ' - | А у (л9 о1х ], +  (*■'') (65)
x'>x"
V  » £  f ete Э„ рДх') = 1 Э„ру (6 6 )
By l£ we denote the integration of any quantity Ц) along the trajectory 
going from point x to —  oo .
Using these expressions for X  and ^  we can write p and рг in the 
form
pv  ’ j i  +
•t- J olx'f { 5
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These formulae give us a possibility to find  ^ and consequently
Эх,
ß,i -  -  -  | У  у x )  ‘3 « (<l)
v
У  * *(fc V  W P * *  Й -  - (*
(69)
(7o)
(71)
This expression for ^  ^ shows, that is invariant under rotation
of ^ and ^ L in their plane.
In order to make it explicite it is natural to introduce the fourth vector 
X of the coordinate system defining the spinor.
P*5 = 0  . P
A A<; - S5„ S
fi. ,0 0 in the c o o r d i n a t e  ! V p ' ' 'p >1
W  • ел ' « э?\<f*Z
(72)
(73)
V е
(74)
(75)
W  ■ * I ^ P r b J  1761
\
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3 .  CURRENT AND ENERGY-MOMENTUM TENSOR AT LARGE MOMENTA
Now we can calculate the current in terms of integrals on the classical 
trajectories.
According to (35) and (66)
],,(*.po) - e рл (х)
(77)
In order to calculate the vacuum current (24) we have to know 
the Jacobian (25). This Jacobian is the determinant of the matrix 
C ^ v » . Due to the equation of motion (40)^ satisfies the
equation
(78)
In (78) we consider not as a function <^ ( x fpQ), but as a function
(*, po(p(x)). Denoting the expression in the brackets as
1
(79)
a matrix _ we have
C - T -
and
C|| - e.'
-N . pciJ r?r + ~э^7= e (80)
Therefore the vacuum current (24) is equal
—
^  ^ 6  )pd is the non-classical part of the accelerations
along the trajectory. It is interesting, that the classical motion produces 
no current in the vacuum in the way classical electrons produce no diamag­
netism in the metals.
According to (58) and (59)
Pv*>6 Р°<Чо<т + * V  h  - py)f?éT7
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The first term in (82) is of the order of ---, and could lead toP
linear divergency of the current, but this does not occure by symmetry reasons. 
Other terms give the usual logarithmically divergent expression for the cur­
rent.
Let us consider now the divergence of the current
-
VIf we introduce which is defined as the integral on a finite volume
in the momentum space, th-'n will reduce to the integral w e r  a large
surface in this space
-
S
Unfortunately this integral depends on the form of the surface. This is 
natural, because the integral ( 81) is defined not well enough to differentia-
Vte it before the integration. In order to define correctly we could
proceed in the usual way introducing a displacement of the point in the 
current. We could write, instead of ( 21)
" (85)
Introducing (35) into (85) we have
F  ■ * D * +■ ° ( ^ ( 87)
The conture C is defined by Fig.3
Fig .3 .
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f
In order to calculate and we will need the explicite expression
for the singular part of ß  linear in the field. If we would multiply (86) 
by £ 'f*6- we could expand the obtained expression in the power of é .
Doing this up to the third order in £ and linearly in the field, we have
jÍ(p.,x) - [ p, ( 1* p» ) +
♦ 4 t (j >Yf?kfc - Р Л ! к Ы  í(87:
T  -  1  £ Г
JVd 2 > Vo<^  «</S (88)
Linearly in the field
% ö t v >  ■ + 5 ' * f e
because, as it is easy to show from (47)/ V  is quadratic in the field. 
From (48) and (75) (76)
W *  * - pA ' W J  * (9o)
fv> *  V P i ^ w f V  " р Д с  P r ) (91)
The quantity v^,d pó which entered in (82) could be written in 
the form
p A ^ e . ^  +• i f j (92)
f  V> ' t  pt/ ^  -  £ f pr ] (93)
In (90) (91) and in the last term in (87) we can replace by .
Using (87)— (93) we can write the vacuum current in the form
i■ A l u  Ä  {p,c - 'ist)+ 4 1 "
(94)
+ t i f ; }
2o
In order to calculate the singular part of the current coming from the re-
-gion of large momenta we can replace e 3Pf by 1 — fЭ»,
Using the relations
which are consequences of the definition and (75), (76 ), (48) , we find out
+~ i (e » )  a 2£  <■ i  ( i  э ) ’£  +  J j ,  (£  э ) 5£  <- i- f ' J  j  ы  >
Using the relations similar to (95) we can write the singular current of the 
right-hand particles in a compact form
This expression can be calculated explicitely.
‘ 2 & Р > ^
+ 3 i f , '
Finally we have
21
If we will average this expression over the directions of the
linearly divergent part of the current will be equal to zero, and the loga 
rithmically divergent part will have the usual form Jy '
The current (101) is conserved for any . Using (101) we will find 
and very easily.
According to (85)
V _ . p _ ,v
M * ' Jv (102)
On the right-hand side we can use the (101) and only the first term of it 
will contribute.
Therefore
*  „ V  1 _  p  F
' «тгг *4 V r  (103)
This expression does not depend on Ьц because the matrix 
proportional to the unit matrix.
? У _ J_ F F
71V згттг (104)
In order to calculate and to find l^y we have to define "Fy
The simplest definition is the following:
-rv ^ 4-V/c лТл, (105)
Э - “ F -2— £, •f^^P’ V . i . í r r r ^ l y  ( Ю 6 )v Ж^ 4 Jv >>> Jy + ^
Vм
In the last term of (106) we can again use (101) . The first term of (93)
will not contribute because it is odd in £ „  and we haveГ
ri  * ч- и ^  - 4 * ) p <í f ?  -
,107)
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r r  f
As we see, l^y is finite, but it depends on the direction of . | is
conserved independently of the form of the cut-off and probably could be made 
independent of it_.
If we average T over directions of £  we find out
r v Г
U v  “ F/ * F V6 ] (109)
This expression was written in the first section. The important feature of
сГthe expression (108) for T ^ i s  that the trace r;* does not depend 
on and therefore
T f  = T Á - ~L_ F 2vv vv 481Г1 (no)
independently of any averaging.
In conclusion, I would like to express my deep gratitude to 
A.Vainshtein, S.Voloshin, V.Zakharov, L.B.Okun, D.G.Dyakonov, L.V.Gribov, 
C.Callan for interesting and useful discussions.
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